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4859A4 650 ml TDS aerosol
2859R1 125 ml oil can 
2859J1 5 l jerrycan 
2859U2 200 l drum 

4912A4 650 ml TDS aerosol
2912J1 5 l jerrycan 

 brown
Viscosity at 40°C:  
41,3 cSt

2855J1 5 l jerrycan 

 light brown
Viscosity at 40°C:  
25 cSt

NATO

 brown
Viscosity at 40°C:  
510 cSt

6858A4 650 ml TDS aerosol
6858i1 500 ml can 
6858J1 5 l jerrycan
6858U2 200 l drum

 yellow
Viscosity at 40°C:  
21 cSt
Cl - F - S - Br : 
< 200 ppm
PMUC: 19-0527

6865i1 500 ml spray bottle 

colourless
odourless
Viscosity at 20°C:  
180 cSt
Cl - F - S - Br : 
< 200 ppm
PMUC: 19-071

TAPPING PASTES

3886B6 500 g tin 
3886S1 5 kg tub 

 caramel
NLGI Grade: 3
VOC content: 0%
4-ball EP: 
580 kg

METAL WORKING - NEAT OILS

TAPPING, DRILLING, SAWING BIODEGRADABLE 
Neat oil for all machining operations, formulated
from additives and base ingredients carefully
selected for their biodegradability and performance.
Can be used for a variety of operations, tools
and worked metals. Specifically formulated for
use in forestry operations, near rivers, ponds, in
agriculture, ski resorts, quarries, etc. 

Cutting oil with very good extreme pressure and
anti-wear properties. Effective, multi-purpose
product. Exceptional adhesion on screw taps and
drills. Excellent for tapping difficult holes whether
"blocked" or not in all types of steel, including
stainless.

HALOGEN-FREE

MACHINING OF HARD STEELS AND STAINLESS
STEELS
Extreme pressure and anti-wear cutting oil
for turning, milling, boring, tapping, bar turning and
all difficult machining operations on stainless,
treated and alloy steels. Thanks to its fluidity, it can
be sprayed onto automatic lathes. 

Cutting oil with excellent extreme pressure and
anti-wear properties, free from halogen compounds;
quickly dissipates the heat energy generated by
machining. Its formulation and viscosity make
it suitable for all uses on all materials, more
specifically titanium and stainless steel machining in
the nuclear and aeronautical industries.

ODOURLESS AND COLOURLESS 
Synthetic colourless and odourless fluid with high 
anti wear and extreme pressure power. For the 
tapping and drilling of all metals, prevents the 
premature wear of cutting tools. To be applied neat, 
with brush or by spraying.

912 859
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TAPPING PASTE 
Cutting paste with excellent extreme pressure
and anti-wear properties, easy to apply onto the
tools. Does not run. Increases tools life.
Its formulation and texture make it suitable for all
uses on all materials: a genuinely multi-purpose and
efficient product. Exceptional adhesion on taps and
drills, even in vertical and upside-down applications.
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